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Milliman MedInsight Ranked Best in KLAS for Payer Quality Analytics
Seattle – March 4, 2019 – MedInsight, Milliman, Inc.’s highly regarded platform for data warehousing and
healthcare analytics, was named number one in the 2019 Best in KLAS: Software and Services report for
Payer Quality Analytics. KLAS, a research firm focused on the healthcare IT market since 1996, awarded
this honor in recognition of MedInsight’s outstanding efforts to help healthcare organizations in their quest
to deliver high-value, quality patient care.
Based on thousands of interviews with healthcare organizations conducted by KLAS, the Best in KLAS
recognition is only awarded to organizations that KLAS judges to have the broadest impact on healthcare.
This year’s Best in KLAS report included grades across six targeted customer experience pillars: culture,
relationship, operations, product, value, and loyalty.
“We are incredibly proud to have been ranked number one in the Payer Quality Analytics category and to
have gotten high marks in so many of KLAS’ key customer experience pillars. This independent
recognition demonstrates our ongoing focus on helping healthcare organizations maximize their
effectiveness and also shows how much we invest in, and value, client success and satisfaction with the
MedInsight analytic platform,” said Rich Moyer, Chief Product Officer for MedInsight.
Every year, KLAS publishes the Best in KLAS report which ranks healthcare IT solutions across a variety
of market segments including software, professional services, and medical equipment. KLAS reviews
more than 30,000 interviews with health systems and payers each year to rank the vendors for the report.
The Best in KLAS designation is reserved for the leading vendors in each market segment that have the
broadest operational and clinical impact on healthcare organizations.
“Best in KLAS is about raising the bar for healthcare technology. It’s providers and payers demanding
better performance, usability, and interoperability. Ultimately, Best in KLAS is about giving providers and
payers the tools they need to facilitate superior care and improved outcomes,” said KLAS President
Adam Gale.
For more information about Milliman MedInsight’s products go to www.medinsight.milliman.com.
About Milliman MedInsight
Milliman MedInsight is one of the healthcare industry’s most highly regarded platforms for data
warehousing and healthcare analytics. MedInsight Solutions have been adopted by over 300 health
plans, employers, at-risk providers/ACOs, state governments, community health coalitions, and third party
administrators. Additionally, MedInsight has standalone Products that provide preconfigured or custom
reporting and data configurations that can address specific business needs.
About Milliman
Milliman is among the world's largest providers of actuarial and related products and services. The firm has

consulting practices in healthcare, property & casualty insurance, life insurance and financial services, and
employee benefits. Founded in 1947, Milliman is an independent firm with offices in major cities around the
globe. For further information, visit milliman.com.

